Let f : X → Y be a map of algebraic varieties. Barthel, Brasselet, Fieseler, Gabber and Kaup have shown that there exists a homomorphism of intersection homology groups f * : IH * (Y ) → IH * (X) compatible with the induced homomorphism on cohomology. The crucial point in the argument is reduction to the finite characteristic. We give an alternative and short proof of the existence of a homomorphism f * . Our construction is an easy application of the Decomposition Theorem.
Let X be an algebraic variety, IH * (X) = H * (X; IC X ) its rational intersection homology group with respect to the middle perversity and IC X the intersection homology sheaf which is an object of derived category of sheaves over X [GM1] . We have the homomorphism ω X : H * (X; Q) −−→ IH * (X) induced by the canonical morphism of the sheaves ω X : Q X −−→ IC X .
Let f : X −→ Y be a map of algebraic varieties. It induces a homomorphism of the cohomology groups. The natural question arises: Does there exist an induced homomorphism for intersection homology compatible with f * ?
The answer is positive. For topological reasons the map in question exists for normally nonsingular maps [GM1, §5.4.3] and for placid maps [GM3, §4] . The authors of [BBFGK] proved the following:
Theorem 1. Let f : X −→ Y be an algebraic map of algebraic varieties. Then there exists a morphism λ f : IC Y −→ Rf * IC X such that the following diagram with the canonical morphisms commutes:
In fact, [BBFGK] proves the existence of a morphism µ f : f * IC Y → IC X , which is adjoint to λ f .
The sheaf language can be translated to the following: an induced homomorphism of intersection homology exists in a functorial way with respect to the open subsets of Y . This means that there exists a compatible family of induced homomorphisms
. As shown in [BBFGK] the morphism λ f (and µ f ) is not unique. It is not possible to choose the morphisms λ f (or µ f ) in a functorial way with respect to all algebraic maps (p.160). The simplest counterexample is the inclusion
We will give a short proof of the main theorem from [BBFGK] . We will derive it from the Decomposition Theorem. The reference to the Decomposition Theorem is [BBD, 6.2.8 ] (see also [GM2] ) and in a slightly different context [Sa] .
We will use only the following corollary from the Decomposition Theorem:
Corollary from the Decomposition Theorem. Let π : X −→ Y be a proper surjective map of algebraic varieties. Then IC Y is a direct summand in Rπ * IC X .
The idea of the proof of our theorem is simple; the essence is the argument similar to [BBFGK, . We take a resolution π Y : Y −→ Y and enlarge the space X to obtain a mapf : X −→ Y . There exists the induced morphism of intersection homology λf forf . By the Decomposition Theorem the intersection homology of X (and Y ) is a direct summand of intersection homology of X (resp. Y ). We compose λf with the projection and inclusion in the direct sums to obtain the desired morphism λ f .
Remark. If we insisted, then X might be even smooth of the same dimension as X with the map π X : X −→ X generically finite; compare [BBFGK, p.173 ].
Proof of Theorem 1. We may assume that X and Y are irreducible. Let π Y : Y −→ Y be a resolution of Y. Denote by X the fiber product (pull-back) X × Y Y . Note that it is a variety, which may be singular and not equidimensional. We have a commutative diagram of algebraic maps (π X and π Y proper):
To prove the existence of a morphism λ f : IC Y −→ Rf * IC X , we will show that the arrows with question marks exist in a way that the diagram remains commutative.
The existence of such morphisms follows from the Decomposition Theorem for π Y and π X (see the corollary). The sheaf IC Y is a direct summand in Rπ Y * IC Y :
We also have a projection:
It remains to prove the commutativity of the diagram. We compare the morphisms over Y :
Respectively over X we compare the morphisms:
Let U (resp. V ) be the regular part of Y (resp. X). After multiplication by a constant if necessary, these morphisms are equal on U (resp. on V ). We will show that an equality of morphisms over an open set implies the equality over the whole space. We have the restriction morphism
, which is trivial. We have the same for the morphisms over X:
The kernel is IH 0 (X, V ) = 0.
Remark. The restriction morphisms ρ U and ρ V are in fact isomorphisms. The cokernel of ρ U is contained in H 1 ( Y , π −1 Y (U)) = H cl 2(dim Y )−1 ( Y \ π −1 Y (U )) which is trivial for dimensional reasons. The second follows from [Bo, V.9.2 p.144 ] as noticed in [BBFGK, p.178 ].
